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This is the act of making love or be atrracted by oppposite sexe.
ORIGINE
We cannot realy state with exactitude the origine of homosexuality.may be it started with our
generation or it existed in the past but people were just afraid to show their sexual orientation.also
from bible studies we discover that homosexuality existed before CHRIST since it is written that the
bible condemned those who practiced ‘’fornication’’.here;fornication is refered to as homosexuality
and other heterosexual practices such as anal sex masturbation etc.we could thus say that it existed
long ago but its nowadays that most of them show up and are even proud of their desire for the same
sex.
SOME EXAMPLES
In the MTV award ceremony,the award ceremony crupts into a frenzy when two popular addresses
greeted each other with a passionate kiss!onlookers gasp into shock and then cheered into
support.guys called it a thriumph,skeptics called it a publicity stunt.which ever it is!
The same thing repeated itself in the French football league.a team’’st etienne’’ cheered up the crowd
after scoring a goal the coach came and kissed his assistant.this very image was passed over the tv
various times perhaps for publicity?the funniest is that while others praise thel for their courage, others
condem them for their debucherie.these examples as many others are ther just to show that
homosexuality exists and its nowadays that they are realy proud of themselves.In Cameroon
homosexuality became popular in 2006 when a famous newspaper published a list of 50 state men
declaired homosexual:this list was called ‘’top cinquante’’this list greatly created panic all over the
territory and some people even considere it as a sect’’civil society’’since it was their means of
obtaining power.from this period onwards till these days,it became very popular to hear that a youg
boy was being raped by a man or that a boy was proposed a huge amount of money if he had sex with
the man proposing it.to generalize we can say that most Cameroonian see homosexuality as an evil
practice done by some peole in a given secret society such that they acquire more and more wealth
when ever they practice this act.
Hence homosexuality cannot clearly be inderstood since it is somehow based on human characters and
behaviors which are constantly changing depending on various individuals.
We should not judge or prejudice those who are homosexual because it is thier way of being but we
should condemm those who practice it for evil and financial purposes.

SCIENTIFIC APPROACH OF HOMOSEXUALITY
Looking at the question biologically we see that the aim of making love is to produce offsprings
despite the fact that we can still make offsprings artificially using eggs and sperms confined in
designed apparati.
Scientifically we can realy define the behavior because all is happening in the thalamus of the brain
ang each personne has a different brain.those who like to play with statistics can tell you that the
world’s population is rapidly increasing ie from world’s statistical resultswe learned that nine babies
are born each second in the world and at this rate all the human resources will be finished in some few
years to come.thus somme sscientists after long periods of researches came out with the idea that
homosexuals may be an evolutionary specie devoted to solve this problem of exponential population
growth.these ideas take their origin from the theory of DARWIN who stands for the fact that species
evolve in order to best suit to their environment.
TESTIMONY IN BUEA
This is a testimony from two girls’’X andY’’ here in buea.i can’t say that they are making it for money
because both are students.but one can’t tell if they are in a sect or not.
X:it started when I came to visit Y.shz was making love with her boyfriend.they both saw me and I
was realy ambarassed.i waited for her outdoor because we planed to go to the hair dresser.fortunately
for me it started raining and I was forced to move into the room.i thus stood in refusing but their
various actions’sexy ones” excited me and thus I ceeded.
We made it the three of us and it was very nice so the following days we were doing it this new
way,one day we saw a romantic film and the boy was absent so we did it the two of us it was quite
exciting
so we were now doing it like that the feeling grew stronger and stronger and we thougt inbthe
beginning that it was just frienship but later realised it was love.
and since then we are very happy of our situation
end of testimony.
CONCLUSION
from here we can seethat homosexuality is a real fact in our society and it left to each and everyone to
decide ii its good or bad for him
homosexuality love or money?feeling or evil?
presented by ludovic and herve.

